How To Measure For Blinds Recess Fitting Rectangle Windows For Commercial
Blackout Blinds With Side Rails

You Will Need: 1. A metal tape measure

2. Notepad/ Pencil or pen

3. You May Need A Step Ladder

4. Note: -Measure where you want to fit and double check
your measurements.

Reveal or Recess Measuring
NB This blind has very little tolerance and needs to fitted
squarely. If the window recess is not square you will need to square it off by filling the gaps with wood. We will
make blind to the smallest sizes.
Or consider fitting outside the recess if there is room.
A minimum of 130 mm clear of any handles or obstructions is required if fitted in the recess.
1. Stand back to assess if the window is square.
2. Measure across the widths X1, X2 & X3 where you wish to fit.
Tip ! Mark with a pencil so that when you come to fit you have and idea where sizes are taken from when you need
to fit the blind/s.
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3. Measure the left drop Y1, the center drop Y2,
and Y3 the right hand drop.
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4. Measure the depth of the reveal or recess Z.
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Enter the figures on the website and select recess
fitting option.
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Details on Installation Height for Blind Safety
Measuring on a separate PDF for Chain operation.

Surface Fit Measuring
A surface fitting blind can be used if have 140 mm
above the recess and 120 mm on the width.
If a window measures:1000mm recess width
1000mm drop
Add the 120mm on the width so the figure to enter will
be 1120mm.
Add 140 mm to the drop so the figure will be 1140 mm
on website.
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All the widths X1- X3 should be entered on the
website. These will be the same sizes.
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All the drops Y1- Y3 should be entered on the
website. Again usually the same drops when added
to the recess drops down to the window sill.

NB Details on Installation Height for Blind Safety Measuring on a separate PDF for Chain operation.

